
One Click 1011 

Chapter 1011: You deserve it! 

next moment. 

Su Lang squeezed gently. 

"Boom!!" 

The land where the ruins of the city were located was like a soft mud, which was squeezed into a huge 

ball of mud by Su Lang and turned into an indestructible rock. 

All the giant spirit monsters in the earth, no matter what their level, are instantly squeezed into meat 

sauce, melted into the soil, and turned into a part of the rock. 

Look from the sky. 

The original valley and even the peaks on both sides have disappeared. 

A huge hole appeared out of thin air on the earth, and in the hole was an indescribable giant rock ball. 

This spectacular scene directly made Levi's look silly. 

"It's so strong!" 

Levi's looked in awe, "As expected of you!" 

"Let's go." 

Su Lang turned around faintly, "Go to the next place!" 

Of course, it is impossible for giant spirit monsters to have such a large nest, otherwise, how can they 

harm the world? 

"Yes!" 

Levi's admired Su Lang very much. 

If he hadn't been a fanatic of the head of the emperor, he might have knelt down and worshipped Su 

Lang on the spot. 

Next. 

Under the leadership of Levi's. 

Su Lang wiped out a few giant spirit monster lairs, and killed an unknown number of giant spirit 

monsters, including one of the level of the Immortal One Tribulation. 

but. 

Su Lang soon disliked that the speed was too slow. 

So Levi's drew a map, sent the clones out, and pushed them all the way. 
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On this occasion. 

The rest resisted the deep sea natural disasters and participated in the quasi-emperor Wuxian team that 

eliminated the remaining ghosts. They were also requested by the local heavy pupils to help kill the 

giant spirit monsters. 

but. 

Regardless of the deep sea natural disasters, the remaining ghosts, or the giant spirit monsters, to all the 

quasi-emperor martial arts, they are all inconspicuous garbage. 

They condescended to deal with the deep-sea natural disasters, and after cleaning up the remaining 

ghosts, most of the compassion in their hearts disappeared, and they felt that they were full of 

benevolence and justice. 

After all, compared with the deep-sea natural disasters, the giant spirit monsters that come out at night 

and day are much less harmful. 

Now that the land is generally peaceful, it's almost there. 

What's more, although it is not difficult to destroy the monsters, it takes a lot of time. 

Because giant spirit monsters are not like deep-sea natural disasters, swarms come to kill you. 

To destroy the giant spirit monsters, you need to kill them one by one, which is time-consuming and not 

good. 

Everyone's goal is to inherit the emperor's head! 

Who wants to keep wasting precious time on these little things? 

After the deep-sea natural disaster, there was chaos everywhere, and several ancient ruins appeared. 

Those teams that refused to help the heavy pupils in resisting the deep-sea natural disasters actually 

benefited from it. 

This suddenly stimulated the other quasi-emperor Wuxian teams. 

A full nineteen teams directly rejected the request of the local heavy pupils to eliminate the giant spirit 

monsters, and embarked on the road to find the inheritance of the emperor. 

But they don't know that this is completely different. 

Time passed slowly. 

Two days passed in a blink of an eye. 

During this time, Su Lang led the clones to clean up the giant spirit monsters. 

Because most of the quasi-emperor team refused this task, Su Lang actually contracted most of the task 

of clearing the giant spirit monsters in Central Continent. 

During this period, Su Lang also met with Emperor Zhun Xu and his subordinates. 



In order to help Su Lang find the inheritance clues earlier, the emperor Zhunxu and others actually 

refused the request of the Chongtong clan. 

So, Su Lang analyzed it for them and asked them to go back to'take up the task'. 

Only then did the emperor and others suddenly realize that they immediately went back to find the 

Chongtong Clan they knew. 

Except besides. 

Su Lang also came into contact with three other teams that helped the Heavy Pupil tribe to eliminate 

giant spirit monsters. 

They are under the Baiyue Emperor Clan, Suwen Female Emperor, and Renguangwu Emperor. 

However, these three teams were already a bit impatient, and made up their minds, after clearing the 

giant spirit monsters, they immediately set off to find the inheritance of the emperor. 

at the same time. 

On this huge life planet, more than a dozen ruins have burst out one after another. 

More than one emperor-level pill appeared in one of the ruins. 

Moreover, the ruins have not been fully developed. I don't know what good things are hidden. It is very 

likely that it is the place where the emperor's inheritance is located. 

Chapter 1012: The battle of the imperial team 

This immediately caused a rage among twelve teams. 

Twelve teams, a total of twelve quasi emperors, and a hundred and eight martial immortals of the Nine 

Tribulations, were fighting near the ruins. 

Secretly also hide these imperial teams who want the snipes and clams to compete with fishermen for 

profit. 

At the beginning, the teams participating in the battle had their own fears, and did not make all their 

efforts to contain the battlefield at high altitude. 

But then a Nine Tribulations Martial Immortal sprinkled blood in the sky, and his deity was destroyed, he 

was accidentally beaten to death! 

The emperor clan team who had already been angry couldn't help it, and started a more terrifying 

battle. 

A powerful quasi emperor, Nine Tribulations Martial Immortal broke out completely, no longer had any 

scruples. 

A great battle went from the sky to the underground, and the sky was dim, the sun and the moon were 

dark. 
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The terrifying power descends on the earth, even the slightest wave is enough to destroy the distant 

village. 

The earth eroded tens of thousands of miles in an instant. I don't know how many cities were destroyed 

on the spot. Countless heavy pupils who had just survived the deep sea natural disaster, died in pain at 

this moment. 

The battlefield is getting bigger and bigger, and the battle is getting fiercer. 

The secret imperial clan team was also forced out and had to join the battle. 

A more terrifying big melee appeared, the power of endless rules fell, the mountains turned into 

powder, the river hangs upside down, and even directly evaporated. 

Later, the world was broken and the deep sea dried up. 

The terrible disaster has once again come, countless times more terrifying than the deep-sea natural 

disaster. 

In addition to a large number of heavy pupil tribes, a powerful Nine Tribulations Martial Immortal also 

fell one after another, letting out a miserable cry before dying. 

To all of this. 

Through the eyes of the clone, Su Lang knew it clearly. 

"Ugh." 

"A group of mentally retarded." 

"It's a pity that those senior martial arts souls." 

Su Lang shrugged his shoulders, showing a hint of playful smile. 

In fact, he could take part in the battle and behead all those teams. 

but. 

Since Emperor Wudi of Rank Nine tested his moral character at the beginning, he still shouldn't show his 

cruel side. 

After all, the inheritance of Emperor Wudi of Rank Nine was much richer than that of some quasi-

emperor Wuxian. 

Think about the countless sources of immortals and treasures, think about the countless methods that 

can be used for synthesis... 

Especially the emperor level exercises! 

Su Lang really wanted to get some natural emperor-level exercises to synthesize great emperor-level 

exercises. 

When Su Lang cleared all known nests of giant spirit monsters. 



The great battle surrounding the ruins has also been settled. 

During the war, a total of 13 Nine Tribulations Martial Immortals fell, and most people were seriously 

injured, even the Emperor Zhun. 

The quasi-emperor team from the Huangshen emperor clan won the final victory. 

But even so, the Desolate God Emperor Clan team could not completely take over the entire ruins, it just 

took up the bulk. 

At this moment. 

More than a hundred embarrassed quasi emperor martial arts are meeting outside the ruins. 

They fought so hard, but they protected the ruins very well, and no one wanted to damage them. 

"Follow the previous negotiation." 

"We went into the depths of the ruins together, and the treasures we got, our Desolate Team gave 

priority to pick ten!" 

The Emperor Zhun of the Huangshen Emperor Clan team said loudly. 

In the previous battle, this quasi-emperor shined brilliantly, and he was the strongest among the people 

present! 

"We have no objections." 

A quasi-emperor said, "Fast forward to the ruins, lest people from other emperors also get a share of 

the pie." 

"I see who dares!?" 

"Who dares to come, let's deal with him together, and send him a dead end!" 

The Emperor Zhun of the Huangshen Emperor said viciously, and immediately waved his hand, "Go, let's 

enter the ruins!" 

More than a hundred people clashed into the ruins, and the place became empty. 

In the distance, it was a turned upside down battlefield, and there were so many creatures torn to 

pieces and flesh and blood covering the earth. 

"A group of mentally handicapped people will definitely be empty." 

Su Lang looked at the fourteen teams with a sneer. 

The Nine Turns Emperor has set up trials, one after another, how can the inheritance be placed in the 

ruins that are so easy to find? 

but. 

The Desolate God Emperor Clan and other teams are full of strong expectations for this ruin. 



After all, they have experienced a terrifying **** battle, and even the Nine Tribulations Martial 

Immortal have fallen more than ten! 

however. 

After more than a hundred people entered, they searched the entire ruins and even destroyed them. 

They went around abruptly and widened the ground by a thousand feet, but no more treasures were 

found. 

Chapter 1013: The world has changed! 

This time. 

Everyone was completely dumbfounded. 

"How could this be!?" 

"How can there be nothing!?" 

The quasi-emperor of the Huangshen Emperor clenched his fists, gritted his teeth, bleeding from his 

mouth. 

He worked hard to lead the Desolate God team to the top, but in the end, he didn't get any benefit. 

Anger and suffocation rolled in the heart of the Huangshen Emperor Zhundi, making him almost spit out 

a mouthful of old blood. 

The rest of the emperor team and the quasi emperor of the wild **** emperor were in the same mood. 

Especially those teams that lost the Nine Tribulations Martial Immortal, one by one, their faces were full 

of pig liver. 

at last. 

One of them couldn't help but explode. 

"what!" 

"Why is this so." 

"My brother-in-law fellow daoist fell away, but in the end it was nothing to do with the bamboo basket. 

How can I explain to Lord Wu Di!" 

A quasi emperor wailed loudly, and shot like crazy, smashing the surrounding ruins to pieces. 

The remaining Wuxian quasi emperors also broke out. 

However, they didn't attack each other, they all took out the surrounding rocks and mud. 

then. 

The land trembled again. 

The ground is like a tsunami, constantly cracking and breaking, the peaks become deep valleys, deep 

valleys become peaks, and even groundwater rushes up to form an inland sea! 
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The ruined ruins were completely submerged in the inner sea. 

The embarrassed imperial clan team left here silently, packed up their mood, and planned to continue 

searching for the inheritance of the emperor. 

"Sure enough, I didn't get anything, and returned empty-handed." 

Su Lang shook his head and looked at Levi's beside him. It was time to take on the'task' again. 

Levi's also felt the battle in the distance. 

Through the transmission of some friends from far away, he knew that a large number of cities and 

countless people of the Clan had completely disappeared in the battle. 

This made Levi's trembling, almost tears. 

"Is it all right?" 

Su Lang asked lightly. 

"Alas!" 

"Those visitors from other worlds are so cruel!" 

"The day before, I was still helping to resist the deep-sea natural disasters, but at this time he killed 

countless members of the Clan of the Heavy Eyes with his own hands. The Emperor of Heaven will not 

bypass them!" 

Levi's sighed, and looked at Su Lang, his complexion improved, "Fortunately, there are such a virtuous 

and righteous person as a guest..." 

Su Lang looked calm: "I respect Rank Nine...The head of the Heavenly Emperor, who can help the 

Chongtong Clan, I will naturally do my best." 

Talking. 

Su Lang planned to ask Levi's if there is any ‘task’ available. 

Ran goose. 

Su Lang hadn't spoken yet, suddenly felt that the world was dark! 

Rumble! 

Clang! 

As if the sound of Tianzhu collapsed, it seemed that the entire sky was about to collapse. 

"what's the situation?" 

Su Lang looked up and saw that the sky was completely covered by black clouds. 

Immediately after. 



The power of a variety of rules manifested from the void, and came to this world with a terrifying vision 

of rules. 

The raging flames, the terrifying thunder, the flooding sky, the flying ashes, the howling hurricane... 

The entire sky was covered with regular anomalies, and it began to sink slowly. 

The dull and gloomy earth has become colorful, brilliant and wonderful, but extremely deadly. 

If the rules and visions raid the earth, the weak and weak Clan will definitely end up as a dead clan! 

"Heaven and earth...Heaven and earth are going to be destroyed!!" 

"Why is this so, where are you, the head of the great emperor!" 

Levi's was frightened and frightened, almost urinating on the spot. 

Same as Levi's. 

Countless martial artists of the double-pupil clan are also crying in horror, headless flies running around, 

as if the end of the world is coming. 

The imperial clan teams were also full of stunned faces, and their pupils shrank suddenly. 

Especially the more than a dozen teams in the previous battle. 

"So suddenly there is a vision of heaven and earth!?" 

"Could it be that we killed a lot of the double-pupil tribe by mistake, and the head of the heavenly 

emperor got angry and wanted to punish us?" 

"No, it's nothing more than some weak warriors. For the emperor-level existence, they are just ants..." 

"But they are the believers of the head of the emperor, the source of incense, damn, we probably made 

a big mistake!" 

"Hey, who knows that the ruins are not inherited by the emperor?" 

"..." 

Everyone looked gray and their voices trembled slightly. 

at this time. 

The sky's visions are getting closer to the ground and begin to condense, forming a stronger force of 

rules. 

The power of these rules even reached the Quasi-Emperor level. 

They began to wander around the earth indiscriminately, and everything they passed was destroyed. 

If this continues, the whole world will become a dead place! 

"..." 



Reeves trembled all over, with despair, looking at Su Lang blankly. 

"Ha ha." 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth raised slightly, and he smiled in his heart, "Did you become the head of 

the Ninth Rank and directly release the mission?" 

Chapter 1014: Rule anomaly 

The power of various violent rules swept across the earth. 

The destruction caused by this real natural disaster to this world is far more terrifying than the previous 

dozen or so imperial squad battles. 

After all, this is a natural disaster worldwide. 

However, Su Lang discovered that there were not many cities that were truly destroyed, and that few of 

the Clan Clan members were killed. 

Most of the cities that had been reduced to ruins during the deep sea natural disasters were once again 

plundered by natural disasters. 

In addition. 

It is those barren mountains and ridges that, under the attack of the rule vision, turned into powder. 

But it is impossible for other people to get an overview of the overall situation like Su Lang and observe 

so carefully. 

Once the other people's spiritual level was only Xiri, they were also severely suppressed. 

To know that Su Lang's mental power was suppressed ten thousand times, these ordinary quasi-

emperor martial immortals, of course, were even worse. 

The range of their spiritual power can cover a hundred thousand miles is considered strong. 

Moreover. 

Su Lang can share the perception of the nine clones, which is equivalent to a tenfold increase in his 

observation range. 

Such a terrifying detection range far exceeds those quasi-emperor Wuxian do not know much. 

Those quasi-emperor martial immortals could only observe some corners, which immediately caused 

them to make a one-sided judgment. 

At this moment. 

See the scene of the collapse of the earth and the destruction of the city. 

The dozen or so emperor squads who thought that the first emperor was angry to punish him, he was 

relieved immediately. 

"It turned out to be another natural disaster!" 
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"This natural disaster is attacking indiscriminately, not against us!" 

"Great, if the head of the rank nine martial emperor really wants to punish me, I'm afraid I will be 

overwhelmed!" 

"It seems that we are right. The head of the emperor is the head of the dignified nine-turn martial 

emperor. How can he care about some small ants?" 

"Yes, I don't have to worry about being punished by the head of the emperor because of the previous 

incident." 

"Hey, I don't know why there are so many natural disasters in this world. In just a few days, there were 

two. Could it be because of the damage to the life universe of Emperor Wudi of Rank Nine?" 

"Don't think so much, now that natural disasters are rampant, what should we do?" 

"Hehe, those ants die when they die. It doesn't matter how much they die. What do we care about 

them?" 

"Nevertheless, these rules and visions are still eliminated. Otherwise, if they destroy the inheritance that 

I don't know where it is hiding, how can it be good?" 

"For this reason, it is better for us to take action to eliminate the rule anomaly." 

"These rules and visions are very powerful, even quasi-emperor level, we must be careful." 

"Okay, fellow daoists, go away. When the inheritance is born, it will be when we meet again." 

"At that time, I am afraid it will be another big battle." 

"..." 

After everyone talked about it, they scattered all over the place, and when they saw the rule vision that 

was looting on the ground, they took action to eliminate it. 

Even these people who didn't care about the life and death of the Chongtong Clan were all taking action. 

Of course, the empty Zhundi and others, Baiyue, Suwen, and the Renguang emperor clan team did not 

hesitate to take action from the beginning. 

Of course Su Lang was not idle either. 

at this time. 

Not far in front of him, there happened to be a group of regular visions jumping around, destroying 

mountains and rivers, and countless beasts that struggled to survive were madly escaping. 

"A mess of wind rules?" 

"The intensity has reached the Quasi-Emperor Level!" 

"If it weren't for a small range, it would be equivalent to a single attack. I'm afraid that this group of 

rules and anomalies would be more terrifying than the deep sea natural disasters." 



Su Lang thought in his heart, and immediately moved around the current year, a group of pure wind 

rules appeared out of thin air, hitting that group of sweeping wind rules. 

There was no sound of explosion, and no horrible movement. 

The vision of the wind rules that swept around was directly assimilated and tamed by Su Lang's wind 

rules, and no longer harmed the earth. 

Levi's next to this hand couldn't understand at all, and thought that the ravaged vision had something 

wrong with it. 

"Levis." 

"You go back to the holy city of the peninsula first." 

"I will deal with these rule anomalies." 

Su Lang cleaned up the wind rule vision and said lightly. 

"Yes!" 

Levi's nodded. 

He knew that in the face of this terrifying disaster of heaven and earth, he could not help much at all. 

Chapter 1015: Inheritance Trial Third Ring 

Soon. 

Su Lang used space rules to directly send Levi's back to the holy city of the peninsula. 

Immediately afterwards, he dispatched the clone again to sweep the rules and visions everywhere. 

Because Su Lang mastered nearly four hundred rules, completely covering all the types of rules and 

visions ravaged on the land. 

Therefore, wherever you go, all the rules and visions are directly assimilated, and there is no need to 

fight head-on. 

"This disaster of heaven and earth." 

"The strongest is just better than the average quasi emperor. What is the test?" 

Su Lang thought boredly, "Could it be a test of the control of the power of rules? Well, that should be 

it!" 

At the same time as Su Lang easily cleaned up countless regular visions. 

The rest of the imperial clan team is not easy. 

The power of each of the rules they master is far inferior to that of Su Lang. 

Even if there were more than 20 quasi emperors, the one with the most, only mastered more than 100 

rules. 
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However, there are more than 300 kinds of rules and visions of raid! 

This makes these quasi emperors and martial immortals, many times have to face the powerful rules 

and visions. 

But in the face of those weaker rules and visions, everyone can eliminate them. 

However, in the face of some rule anomalies comparable to the Quasi-Emperor level, only the Quasi-

Emperor can fight against it, and it is not certain whether it can be eliminated. 

The Nine Tribulations Wuxians even went far away, looking for soft persimmons while looking for 

possible places where the Emperor's inheritance might exist. 

in this way. 

Another whole day and night passed. 

The rule vision on the earth was finally wiped out by 90%. 

Most of them were handled by Su Lang, especially the quasi-emperor-level rule anomaly, only Su Lang 

could easily handle it. 

but. 

Ninety percent of the rule vision has been eliminated, but there are still some that have not been 

eliminated in time. 

Just when Su Lang was planning to make persistent efforts to get all these remaining rules and visions. 

However, he discovered an amazing scene through extensive exploration methods. 

I saw the rest of the rule anomaly, unexpectedly gradually converging in the same direction. 

"It's the center of Nakasu!?" 

Su Lang looked at that direction, a little surprised. 

Because the center of Zhongzhou is a huge ice peak. 

Like Zhu Feng on the blue star, the weather is icy and snowy. 

Even if the double pupils lack land, the double pupils living here are extremely rare. 

In addition. 

As the most conspicuous giant peak on this planet of life. 

The imperial clan team also explored the emperor's inheritance here, but they didn't find all of them, so 

they had no choice but to give up. 

At this moment, all the remaining regular visions converged there, and in Su Lang's eyes, they had a 

different meaning. 

"These rules and visions are the second stage of the trial of the emperor's inheritance!" 



"From one link to the next, the links are interlocked, which is normal operation." 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, and a smile appeared on his face, "It seems that the third link 

of the inheritance trial is about to open!" 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang set off and flew to the center of the Central Continent. 

After a short while, he arrived near Bingfeng. 

At this time, a large number of regular anomalies have gathered in the center of Zhongzhou, above the 

huge ice peak. 

Although there are only 10% left, but gathered together, the number is equally amazing. 

The entire ice peak was destroyed almost instantly, and there were avalanches and landslides 

everywhere, almost triggering a world-class turbulence again. 

But the destruction of Bingfeng was only incidental to these regular visions. 

They gathered together not to destroy the ice peak, but to gather together to form a strange object like 

a white ball of light. 

This ball of white light exudes a faint light, and looks very ordinary in this mysterious and magnificent 

world. 

However, Su Lang discovered its anomaly. 

This ball of light actually exudes mental fluctuations. 

Although it is not strong, its essence is the Kongni level! 

In addition to this, Su Lang also felt a hint of space power. 

"What is this?" 

It was Su Lang who had practiced hundreds of holy-level exercises, dozens of immortal-level exercises, 

and had also skimmed dozens of low-level exercises, and could not see what it was. 

"Forget it, I'm too lazy to guess, just go up and see." 

Su Lang shook his head, cast aside the clutter in his mind, and flew directly to the ice peak over there. 

Chapter 1016: Everyone gathers at Bingfeng 

at the same time. 

The rest of the imperial clan team also realized afterwards and discovered the abnormal changes in the 

rules. 

"These chaotic rules seem to converge in the same direction!" 

"What the **** is going on, I used to run around and hurt everywhere, so how come I suddenly 

gathered in that direction?" 
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"In any case, there must be a demon if something goes wrong, let's go and see!" 

"Perhaps, that is the vision of inheritance!" 

"..." 

One by one, the quasi-emperor Wuxian talked about it, and immediately flew to the center of 

Zhongzhou. 

When the Zhun Emperor Wuxian was rushing to Bingfeng. 

Su Lang had already come near the ball of light. 

"Mental fluctuation? Space fluctuation?" 

"Well, there are the rules of imaginary and magic, and there seem to be other rules!" 

Su Lang's eyes were shining, and he constantly probed the ball of light in front of him, "Could it be a 

special space created with the power of various rules?" 

Su Lang has a good grasp of the two rules of spirit and space, and he has seen some furs in a short time. 

Just when Su Lang planned to continue investigating. 

The Emperor Clan team had already arrived nearby and hurriedly flew over. 

"Are you...under the command of Emperor Ling Juewu?" 

A quasi-emperor looked at Su Lang and the clones, frowned slightly, "You unexpectedly arrived first?" 

After Su Lang and the clones killed the Ling Jue Emperor Clan team, they have been disguised as the 

hapless ones. 

At this time, the rest of the emperor team immediately regarded Su Lang and the clones as the 

subordinates of the emperor Ling Jue. 

"What have you got?" 

The other quasi-emperor narrowed his eyes, revealing a strong killing intent. 

As soon as this statement came out, the other quasi emperor martial immortals also showed unkind 

expressions. 

however. 

Su Lang ignored those guys at all and continued to probe the white ball of light on his own. 

"Humph!" 

At first, the Emperor Zhun who questioned Su Lang gave a cold snort, his expression fluctuating, but he 

still didn't do anything. 

First, Su Lang and the others didn't look like they had gained any benefits. 



Secondly, there are many people in the back who are staring at him. Once he starts, wouldn't he 

become one of the snipes? 

Not long. 

More and more imperial teams gathered, and in the end, all the teams reached Bingfeng. 

Compared with when they first entered this life universe, there were 22 fewer people, all of them Nine 

Tribulations. 

Thirteen of them fell in that terrible battle, and nine others were killed by the quasi-emperor-level rule 

vision. 

However, there are still more than two hundred strong players present! 

"What the **** is this ball of light?" 

"I feel the mental rules from above." 

"I only felt the spatial fluctuations. Could it be the entrance of which space?" 

"It's clear that there are only mental rules. What kind of space is it. You are blind and don't talk 

nonsense, OK?" 

"Don't fight, there are two kinds of rules! There are even imaginary and illusory rules!" 

"Then what exactly is this ball of light used for?" 

"..." 

Everyone couldn't see the thin heel of the light ball, and while confused, they were also uncertain. 

At this time. 

"Humph!" 

"A bunch of cowardly cowards!" 

The quasi emperor of the Huangshen Emperor Clan squat snorted coldly, "Go straight up to contact, 

can't you detect this thing more clearly?" 

As soon as he said this, everyone around him glared. 

However, in the next moment, many people sneered secretly. 

They were so happy that someone would be that little white mouse and touch the ball of light that 

didn't know the details! 

However, there are also some people who worry that if this ball of light is the inheritance of the 

emperor, it is touched by the quasi emperor of the desert **** emperor clan team, and it is directly 

returned to the desert **** emperor clan team. 

"I am willing to explore this object with fellow daoists." 

"I am also willing to clear away the obstacles for fellow Taoists." 



"Since you are all so radical, then I have to accompany you on an adventure." 

"..." 

The quasi-emperors walked out one by one, not to be outdone, and their eyes looked like electric lights 

meeting in the air. 

In the end, it turned out that all the imperial clan teams had abandoned the scruples and planned to 

touch the ball of light. 

"In that case." 

"Then twenty-five quasi emperors, let's touch the ball of light together." 

"During this period, it is not allowed to shoot at other people, otherwise it will be the target of public 

criticism, and the others should shoot together!" 

"Of course, whoever does it, grandson!" 

"..." 

Chapter 1017: Real and fake space 

After discussing the articles of association, each quasi emperor stood forward. 

Su Lang's disillusioned Ling Jue clan quasi emperor was among them. 

The Emperor Zhunxuan glanced at Su Lang, not only to withstand his fanatical worship, but also his face 

turned dark, and his acting skills were soaring. 

After all, Langdi and Ling Jue had an enemy. 

The subordinate team even fought a fight when they entered the field. At this time, the enemy met, of 

course, they were jealous. 

Others do not suspect him. 

Even the quasi-emperor of the Red Lotus and Qingxiao emperors helped the empty quasi-emperor give 

Su Lang a look, making Su Lang want to laugh. 

Each quasi emperor stood around the ball of light. 

Immediately, everyone slowly stretched out their right hand and touched the ball of light. 

Next, if this ball of light really is the inheritance of the emperor's head, then you have to rely on your 

own ability! 

but. 

After everyone came into contact with the ball of light, a sudden change occurred. 

I saw the ball of light swelled fiercely and quickly enveloped the entire ice peak, all the members of the 

Emperor Clan team were wrapped in it. 

next moment. 
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Everyone felt their heads dizzy, their eyes shook, and they came to a new space. 

The ground of this space is paved with regular bluestone slabs, flat like the surface of water, extending 

to the distance, endless. 

The air is full of dense mist, which has a terrifying effect on mental power. 

Su Lang was originally suppressed 10,000 times of mental power, but he was suppressed again 10,000 

times, and he could only explore a radius of 10,000 miles! 

The remaining quasi emperors and Wuxian only had the spiritual power of Xiri level, and they were 

suppressed even more severely. 

At this moment, except for Su Lang, the others could almost only explore the area around three or four 

miles, which was only equivalent to the spiritual power of the Martial Emperor. 

Except besides. 

Everyone was broken up! 

Because of the violent suppression of mental power, no one except Su Lang could find the rest. 

"This space..." 

"It is also true and false, and it is also true and false." 

Su Lang gently moved the dense fog in the air, "The Emperor Wudi of the Nine Revolutions is indeed the 

Emperor Wu of the Nine Revolutions, and he can create such a spiritual fantasy space." 

next moment. 

Su Lang closed his eyes, a large amount of the power of rules diffused from him, and he began to 

analyze and penetrate the real and fake world. 

quickly. 

Su Lang discovered that he really just came to this space with spiritual consciousness. 

The sphere of light didn't even change, it was still a small one, and the previous scene of the sphere of 

light expanding was completely an illusion. 

And this time. 

All of them are suspended in the air, their eyes are blank and motionless. 

It can be seen that everyone's spiritual consciousness has been absorbed into this space that is also true 

and false. 

"It's a magical method." 

"However, it won't take much time for me to leave here." 

With a hint of a smile, Su Lang needs only one move to break this space! 

of course. 



Su Lang did not intend to leave just like that. 

From beginning to end, he is following the procedures set by Emperor Wudi of Nine Revolutions, how 

can he get into trouble at this time? 

"What is this space for?" 

Su Lang moved forward in the mist, the mist surging and rolling endlessly. 

at the same time. 

The other quasi-emperor martial immortals all showed a trace of panic. 

Because their mental power has been suppressed to the extent that they can only observe a few miles 

around. 

This makes them accustomed to observing the sights of a billion miles away in a single thought, how can 

they not be nervous? 

It's like an ordinary person suddenly went blind. It's strange if you don't panic. 

Of course, everyone is the Nine Tribulations Martial Immortal and the Zhun Emperor, and they are 

considered to be strong men standing on top of the Canglan Continent. 

In addition, all of them have been practicing for millions of years, and the experience is rich, so they 

quickly calm down. 

Some of the people were cruising around like Su Lang, while others were sitting in the same place, trying 

to break the spiritual suppression first. 

at this time. 

suddenly. 

A golden light appeared on Su Lang's head. 

It is like a big bright star, emitting a strong golden light, penetrating the thick fog, and carrying a vast 

mystery. 

Su Lang took a closer look and was suddenly startled. 

This golden character actually exudes the unique Dao Dao rhyme that the emperor-level exercises 

possess! 

"It turned out to be the character of the emperor rank technique!" 

Su Lang was overjoyed. One of his goals was to synthesize a natural emperor-level exercise that could be 

used to synthesize more advanced exercises! 

Chapter 1018: Emperor level Gongfa characters! 

"Give me a character, what does this mean?" 
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Su Lang showed thoughts on his face, and suddenly his expression changed, "The charm of this character 

is not complete, even only one percent of the original, could it be for..." 

With a thought to him, he shared the perception of the other nine clones. 

It was suddenly discovered that the nine avatars also had different golden characters on their heads. 

And within the spiritual power coverage of himself and the clones, there are also several Nine 

Tribulations Martial Immortals. 

There is also a different golden character on the heads of these Nine Tribulations. 

All the golden characters have the same charm. 

Obviously these characters are in the same imperial level exercises. 

In Su Lang's eyes, the golden characters on other people's heads are very vague! 

It's like an orb covered with dust, it's hard to see, it's hard to figure out. It seems that you have to grab 

your hands and wipe away the dust to see clearly. 

"That's it." 

"Everyone got a character." 

"As long as all the characters are collected, I am afraid that I will be able to obtain the shards of the 

emperor level exercises. More than two hundred characters can only be shards..." 

"And the test of this link is fighting talent!" 

"This world, both true and false, is actually a huge arena." 

"For us more than two hundred Nine Tribulations Martial Immortal and Quasi-Emperor, fighting like 

raising Gu!" 

"The final winner will be able to get this fragment of an emperor-level technique!" 

Su Lang thought silently, and gradually smiled. 

Fight? 

Who can fight with Su Lang? 

Some Nine Tribulations Martial Immortal and quasi-emperor rank scum. 

Even if Su Lang would suppress the cultivation base drastically, he could hack all the enemies to death 

with one sword. 

but. 

Su Lang did not immediately do it. 

Instead, lean down perfectly, leaning over each clone, first get the exercise runes of the nine clones. 

really. 



After using the perfect leaning over to completely control a clone, the golden rune on the clone's head 

becomes clear at a glance. 

under. 

Su Lang effortlessly obtained ten exercise runes. 

But after he got it, Su Lang was a little confused, because these characters were messed up. 

An ordinary exercise book is still insignificant, not only the order of the words must not be wrong, but 

the sentence must be carefully broken. 

At this time, these characters are completely messed up, and I don't know what the original order is! 

"Ma Dan." 

Su Lang rolled his eyes severely. 

It stands to reason. 

Although the collection of more than two hundred words is only a small part of the complete emperor 

level exercises, there is not even one percent. 

But as long as the fragment can be composed, for Su Lang, it is no different from the complete original. 

Who gave him the unreasonable system function of ‘fragment restoration’? 

But now, even the fragments can't be composed, and Su Lang's "fragment repair" can only be used by 

clever women. 

"Oh, forget it, get the characters first." 

Su Lang sighed helplessly, and then came to a Nine Tribulations Martial Immortal, slapped him to death, 

and snatched the golden rune. 

Poor Nine Tribulations Martial Immortal, he didn't even have time to react, so he just belched. 

However, the Nine Tribulations Martial Immortal was not really dead, but temporarily lost 

consciousness and fell into chaos. 

Because Emperor Wudi deliberately created this illusory arena, both true and false, to avoid true death. 

You must know that there are more than two hundred Nine Tribulations Martial Immortal and Zhun 

Emperor, this is a powerful force in Canglan Continent! 

When Su Lang started. 

The remaining two hundred people, although the scope of mental power detection is not large, 

happened to meet together by chance. 

So, after looking at the golden characters on the other's head, and then looking at each other, both sides 

shot without a word. 



Even if they are on the same team, if they can't discuss it together, they will be in the same room and 

fight to the death. 

After all, that is an emperor level technique! 

So, a great chaos of more than two hundred people began! 

On the wide illusory arena, there are fights everywhere, and the terrifying power stirs the clouds and 

mist, like an invisible behemoth surging! 

The Hongxiu Zhuxian and others under Su Lang's command were almost the first to'fallen'. 

Because their strength is far too weak compared to others. 

But the empty quasi emperor, relying on the rules of space, the rules of emptiness, and the one-and-a-

half tricks comprehended from the reincarnation record of the emperor's heart, killed several Nine 

Tribulations Martial Immortals, and even a quasi emperor was defeated. 

Chapter 1019: Reward you a few rules 

As time goes by, more and more people are eliminated. 

The arena is also changing, the fog has actually become thinner, and the degree of mental power 

suppression has also begun to weaken. 

Everyone can detect a wider range, and it is easier to find opponents. 

This allowed the battle to continue to maintain its most intense situation. 

Su Lang, who patted his opponent to death everywhere, in order to make the trick more realistic, he 

also deliberately asked the clones to give away one by one, adding to the tragic atmosphere of the 

battle. 

Otherwise, everyone in the "Ling Jue Emperor Clan Team" would be so fierce, it would be too fake! 

The battle continued. 

The vast majority of the Nine Tribulations Martial Immortals have fallen. 

Only a few, much stronger than the ordinary Nine Tribulations Wuxian, can fight till now. 

However, these Nine Tribulations Martial Immortals were quickly eliminated, and no dark horse 

appeared. 

Only a group of quasi emperors remained in the field. 

Because the mist is getting weaker and weaker, by this time, everyone's mental power detection range 

has returned to a normal suppressed state. 

Therefore, many people find many opponents at the same time. 

Some quasi-emperors temporarily joined forces to plunder other quasi-emperor’s exercise runes. 

Generally, killing one quasi-emperor can get seven or eight exercise runes. 
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Some quasi-emperors started a more fierce chaos, usually three or four battles in one group, and the 

fighting was inextricably difficult to distinguish. 

At this moment. 

The empty quasi-emperor tried to eliminate the quasi-emperor of the Guantian emperor clan, just when 

he was happy. 

suddenly. 

Two terrifying attacks fell on him. 

The emperor Zhunxian was already in a state of aura, and was caught off guard, so he was seriously 

injured. 

"Hahahaha!" 

"Void fellow daoist, your exercise rune belongs to us, sorry." 

A long smile came, and immediately two quasi emperors appeared, but they were under the command 

of the two emperors of Wudi Palace. 

They also saw through that this is just an illusory arena, not really dead, so apart from a strong war 

accident, there is no hostility. 

"You...oh..." 

The empty quasi emperor was seriously injured, knowing that he could not deal with the two quasi 

emperors. 

He couldn't help but smiled bitterly, and secretly said that the exercise rune collected by his helper was 

afraid that it would fall into the hands of other people for nothing. 

But at this moment. 

"Boom!" 

A palm that covered the sky fell from the sky. 

The two quasi emperors in the Wudi Palace teamed up, and they were photographed into meatloaf. 

Immediately before the elimination, the two quasi-emperors were full of horror and stunned, 

completely unable to think of which quasi-emperor could have such power! 

The person who did it was naturally Su Lang. 

Of course, only the empty quasi-emperor who witnessed all this knows. 

Needless to say, the two quasi emperors eliminated by Su Lang, none of the other quasi emperors saw 

this scene. 

"Master!" 

Emperor Zhunxu ran to Su Lang in surprise and knelt down heavily. 



"Empty, thank you very much." 

Su Lang smiled faintly, and lifted the empty Zhundi. 

"Master, please eliminate me now!" 

After Emperor Wuxu got up, he smiled, "I have collected nine exercise runes for the Lord, and now, I 

almost lose my combat power!" 

"really not bad!" 

"I will reward you with a few rules." 

Su Lang nodded in satisfaction, with a single finger, eliminating the empty Zhundi. 

Immediately, nine more exercise runes fell into Su Lang's hands. 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang's figure changed for a while, from the appearance of the quasi emperor of the Ling Jue clan to 

the appearance of the empty quasi emperor. 

"Well, it's really awkward to look like a little white face with kidney deficiency." 

Su Lang twitched the corner of his mouth unnaturally, and immediately dispatched a clone to send the 

Void Zhun Emperor back to Canglan Continent. 

After doing all this, he turned and walked in a certain direction. 

Not long. 

Not far away from Su Lang appeared two quasi emperors who were fighting. 

Take a closer look, these two people turned out to be the quasi-emperors of the Yaojin Emperor and the 

Tianyin Emperor respectively. 

"Empty Zhundi!?" 

The two quasi-emperors noticed the appearance of the "Empty Young Master" that Su Lang had 

transformed, and immediately stopped asking the children, and then looked at Su Lang vigilantly. 

"Sorry to interrupt, you guys go on!" 

Su Lang smiled slightly and stretched out his right hand in an inviting gesture. 

Chapter 1020: Kill it! 

"Ha ha!" 

The two vigilant quasi-emperors looked at each other and gradually sneered. 

As the quasi-emperor of the Yaojin Emperor and the Tianyin Emperor, they certainly knew the 

grievances between the Southern Emperor Lang and their own clan. 
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Originally, the inheritance of this emperor's forbidden land had either fallen into the hands of Xiao Litian 

or Wuquexian Clan. 

The reason why it became the twenty-five forces to explore the forbidden area of the emperor's head is 

all the credit of the Southern Langdi! 

Since there is a grudge, at this time it is a gu-like fighting situation, how should I choose? 

"Kill him first!" 

The two quasi-emperors sneered again and again, and slapped Su Lang together. 

Suddenly. 

An aura of terror enveloped Su Lang, and the ravaged air waves seemed to tear Su Lang to pieces! 

However, in Su Lang's eyes, all of this was nothing more than gentle wind and drizzle. 

"dead!" 

A dense syllable seemed to come from the bottomless abyss, as if to freeze the whole world. 

"The rule of death!?" 

"How can you master such terrifying rules?" 

The eyes of the two quasi emperors who had been killed were violent, and they were extremely 

shocked, and they didn't even want to immediately turn offense to defense. 

The power of majestic rules formed an indestructible barrier in front of the two. 

Ran goose. 

This barrier is useless at all. 

Under the action of the death rule, a breath of life was stripped from the two quasi-emperors. 

The original imposing quasi emperor, instantly wilted. 

"Ok?" 

"Something is wrong." 

"If this goes on, they are afraid they will really die." 

Su Lang used the power of rules to penetrate this space and saw the two quasi-emperors in the outside 

body. 

At this time, their bodies are rapidly weakening, getting closer and closer to death! 

The two quasi emperors also discovered the abnormality. They felt an endless life crisis, and they 

seemed to have stepped into the deadlock with half their feet. 

"no, do not want!" 



"Please, don't kill us!" 

"..." 

The two begged for mercy in horror, but their voices became weaker and weaker. 

"Anyway, it is the potential enemy, kill it if you kill it." 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, and another force of the rules of death fell on the two quasi 

emperors. 

next moment. 

The two desperate quasi emperors were completely wiped out. 

"Ding! You get the soul of the high-level martial arts*1, the guide of space*1, the regular fairy crystal*1, 

the high-level immortal instrument, the soul-free flute*1, the best immortal jade*121465741, the top-

quality immortal jade*144529652... ...Xian-level refining materials...Holy refining materials..." 

"Ding! You get the soul of high-level martial arts*1, the guide of space*1, the rule of immortal crystal*1, 

the high-level fairy weapon empty cicada bliss sword*1, the best immortal jade*111428967, the top-

level immortal jade*136856428..... .Xian-level refining material...Holy refining material..." 

Outside, the two quasi-emperors suspended in the air completely lost their breath, and the corpses 

were like weathered rocks, gradually turning into gravel, drifting away with the wind. 

After killing two quasi-emperors, Su Lang clapped his hands as if he had killed two flies. 

Soon. 

He continued to move forward in the mist and wiped out each quasi emperor. 

However, Su Lang did not continue to use the death rule, after all, these people are all without 

grievances. 

If there is a grudge in the future, just pinch it to death without using any strength. 

In a blink of an eye. 

There were only a handful of three people left in the huge ring. 

The mist that became thinner and thinner, completely dissipated at this time. 

In addition to Su Lang, the other two quasi-emperors, one was a subordinate of the Zunsheng Emperor, 

and the other was a subordinate of the Huangshen Emperor, both of whom were from Xuandaotai. 

Both of them are very strong, especially the quasi emperor of the Huangshen emperor clan, who had 

previously crushed multiple quasi emperors in that ruin battle. 

At this time, the two of them joined forces, and they were unstoppable, and they reached the end. 

"Empty Zhundi!?" 



When Su Lang was observing the two quasi emperors, of course the two quasi emperors also saw Su 

Lang. 

Seeing that apart from the two of them, the only survivor turned out to be the little-known Void Zhundi, 

the two of them were shocked and felt a little unbelievable. 

They knew that Emperor Zhun Xu was still a mere Eight Tribulations Martial Immortal more than ten 

days ago. 

Later, I got a generous gift from Emperor Lang, and I didn't know what chance he had, so he soared to 

the Emperor Zhun. 

But in the eyes of the two veteran Zhun emperors, the empty Zhun emperor is just an empty shelf, and 

it shouldn't be long before they will be eliminated. 

However, he did not expect that Emperor Zhunxuan had come to the end. 

"You are really good, you hide too deep!" 

The Emperor Zhunsheng of Emperor Zunsheng showed a trace of admiration, and immediately shook his 

head with a smile, "Unfortunately, you can only get to this point." 

 


